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In The Weapon of Prayer, E.M. Bounds explains why prayer is the most powerful way to connect

with God and why it should take priority above all other things in a believer's life. Through prayer we

can find strength, comfort, and wisdom from him. Bounds words are still as meaningful today as

they were in the 19th and early 20th century, reminding listeners that prayer does make a difference

in their relationship with God.
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E.M. Bounds understood true authentic prayer. Although God is Sovereign He awaits us to get

before Him in earnest prayer. The passion for eternal things and an ear toward God has diminished

he states, and more so, he believes that if you don't pray you rob yourself of God's help. Spiritual

prosperity and the advancement of the Gospel are created by and inspired by prayer. Prayer molds

us into the image of God and and at the same time molds others as we pray.Great warning and

advice to preachers in that a prayerless preacher will have missed his calling or failed God. The

outpouring of God's Spirit is predicated upon prayer and revival comes at the end of a season of

real praying led by layman working in harmony with God.Those working outside of ministry also

have a responsibility to pray for the preacher. In fact, prayerlessness can hinder the success of his

work. Toward the end are examples of God's great servants that were devoted to the ministry of

prayer. This book will help you understand in a more solid way how God delights and requires our

prayers and the necessity of prayer for a powerful life and God's movement.It is not coincidental that



great outpourings occurred in the past; rather it is a wake up call today to return to our First Love

with a fervent heart. Many have settled into complacency expecting others to carry the brunt of

prayer. In God's eyes it is not acceptable. Allow this book to stir within you a new or renewed fire

that will change the atmosphere and circumstances around you.

Early in my Christian life I was provided a reading list, similarly seen in major corporations and

government agencies today. One of the great established authors on this list covered the subject of

prayer. Yes, it was E.M. Bounds, and his classic 19th Century Power Through Prayer. Little did I

know until recently that this book with it's Civil War battlefield-proven thoughts on the subject had

companions. I had even downloaded a couple of them onto my blackberry. And yet, that was not

enough. I had to have my own paper copy, and Kindle copy of this particular writing. Words that

could be read not only during travel, but in the quiet of my own home with marker and journal.It is in

this writing that Chaplain Bounds goes beyond his traditional thesis of the Holy Spirit working

through great men of prayer, to the more intimate explanation, necessity, and rallying, obviously

through personal experience, of the depths and the realities of prayer. You can almost sense the

smoke of battle on him as you read, like seeing the glory of God surrounding Moses from being in

His presence.Although a challenging read, as are most writings from the centuries beyond that

require an adjustment to reading speed, the resulting navigation and reward are both encouraging

and desiring, toward our own use of The Weapon of Prayer.Don Carmichael, author, Warriors of

Peace, Devotions for the Daily Battles of Life

All of E M Bounds individual volumes are outstanding, but this one was the most inspiring to me.

Prayer is not often regarded as a weapon by many Christians in their daily lives. Prayer is in

actuality the greatest weapon we have. The sword - God's word - tells us that we need to pray,

constantly, consistently and about everything. Prayer is the thing that opens the true lines of

communication with God, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.As Christians we strive for a relationship

with the Father. This can only be achieved through speaking to God. There is only one way to do

this and that is through prayer.Open up your communication lines and utilise the greatest weapon

we have - Prayer - in your everyday lives. I loved the book and can only recommend that you read

this as part of the schooling needed by Christians. Make the time - you won't regret it!

This book, and others of E.M. Bounds, encourages the reader to pray. But not just pray, but to be be



emboldened to pray. Prayer, believing prayer, will change the pray-er and change the

circumstances being prayed for. Bounds' references and short biographies of recent prayer giants

gives the reader faith that God can and will use even the least of His saints in this glorious task of

prayer. I recommend this book to all who would fulfill their purpose in Christ and seek the glory of

our Heavenly Father.

This is a writing that provokes and encourages us to pray. Warning!- if you don't want to pray, don't

read this book! Grace and peace!

hours of awesome reading. Powerful message would recommend it to others.

Boy oh boy, this author really explains in great detail the awesomeness of prayer. In addition one

realizes how much God looks for the person who prays, and how he rewards the praying person! I

have come to the knowledge that God is almost anxious to perform for us when we pray! Just Pray!
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